ANO6 promotes cell proliferation and invasion in glioma through regulating the ERK signaling pathway
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Purpose: Anoctamin6 (ANO6) plays a crucial role in several cancers, whereas the specific role of ANO6 in glioblastoma is unclear.

Methods: Kaplan-Meier survival analysis was used to analysis the correlation between ANO6 and survival rate of patients with glioblastoma. Univariate Cox regression analysis was used to analysis the correlation among ANO6 expression level, age, gender, WHO and overall survival rate. Immunohistochemical technique, RT-PCR and western blot were used to detected the ANO6 expression. CCK8, colony formation and transwell were used to detected cell viability, cell proliferation and cell invasion in glioblastoma cells transfected with sh-ANO6 and ANO6 overexpression. In addition, after SHG-44 cells trasfected with ANO6 overexpression were ERK inhibitor (PD98059), CCK8, colony formation and transwell were used to detected cell viability, cell proliferation and cell invasion. Western blot was used to detected ERK protein level and the phosphorylation level of ERK in T89G and U87MG cells transfected with sh-ANO6.

Results: The results indicated that the ANO6 expression level was significantly associated with patients’ age and tumor stage. Univariate Cox regression analysis showed that the ANO6 expression level, age, gender and tumor stage were not related to the overall survival rate. ANO6 inhibition significantly suppressed the viability, invasion and the ability of colony formation in glioma cells, while ANO6 overexpression led to the opposite results in SHG-44 cells. ANO6 knockdown strongly inhibits the phosphorylation level and nuclear translocation of extracellular signal-regulated kinase (ERK) protein to inhibit ERK signaling. ERK inhibitor significantly decreased the cell proliferation and invasion in SHG-44 cells transfected with sh-ANO6.

Conclusion: This study revealed that ANO6 activated ERK signaling pathway through promoting the nuclear translocation of ERK to increase the proliferation and invasion of glioblastoma cells.
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Introduction

Glioma is the most common primary malignant tumor in the central nervous system, which is characterized by the high morbidity, high malignant grade and poor therapeutic effect. The biological behavior of glioma manifests as infiltrative growth, with no obvious boundary from the normal brain tissue.1 The World Health Organization (WHO) has classified glioma into 4 grades according to the histological standard, namely, WHO I, II, III and IV. Among them, gliomas at WHO I and WHO II grades grow at a low rate with favorable prognosis, while those at WHO III and WHO IV grades are highly invasive with poor prognosis.2,3 Research...
indicates that the median survival for glioma patients is about 14–16 months after combined surgery, chemotherapy and radiotherapy.  

Therefore, it is urgent to search for a new sally port for the early diagnosis and targeted treatment of glioma.

The Anoctamin (ANO) family has contained 10 different proteins, including ANO1 - ANO9. Research indicates that Anoctamin exists in the form of dimer, and its subunit contains 10 transmembrane domains as well as the calcium ion (Ca²⁺)-binding site located in the hydrophobic hole. ANO6 (called TMEM16F) is the homologous transmembrane protein that shares numerous similar sequences in the transmembrane structure with ANO1. Recent research discovers that ANO6 plays a key role in the Ca²⁺-dependent phospholipid switching process. Scott syndrome patients will develop homozygous mutation of the ANO6 gene, which would result in the early termination of the translation process. Meanwhile, ANO1, ANO3, ANO5 and ANO6 mRNA levels are elevated in skeletal development. ANO6 can serve as a kind of osmoreceptor to participate in regulating the cell defense capacity. Some research suggests that some Anoctamin are slightly upregulated in tumor, while the phospholipid rearrangement on membrane is related to cell migration, and suppressing the activity of the phospholipid flipase can result in the declined cell migration capacity. Jacobsen et al had discovered when studying the effects of ANO1 and ANO6 on cell migration that ANO1 knockout would affect the cell migration direction, while ANO6 knockout would decrease the cell migration rate. ANO1 expression was found to correlate with greater tumor size, increased ERK 1/2 activity to inhibit cell apoptosis in human head and neck squamous cell carcinomas. These findings revealed that ANO6 inhibition or overexpression may partially affect tumor metastasis and be closely related to ERK signaling activation, which has brought a new thinking for tumor treatment.

The signal transduction pathway of ERK, the extracellular signal-regulating kinase, starts with the signals transmitted by protein kinase C or Ras; afterward, the Raf can be activated to initiate the cascade reaction including mitogen-activated protein kinase kinase 7 (MEK) and ERK activation. MEK can phosphorylate threonine-x-tyrosine (TXY) in the enzymatic region of ERK, thus activating the core of the entire ERK signaling pathway downstream. The activated ERK can promote target protein phosphorylation within the cytoplasm or regulate the activity of other protein kinase; at the same time, it can phosphorylate the cytoskeleton component, regulate cell morphology and skeletal redistribution. When the activated ERK enters the cell nucleus, it can regulate gene expression through the phosphorylated transcription factor, thus participating in regulating cell proliferation and differentiation.

In this study, CCK-8, immunohistochemistry, RT-PCR, Western blotting, Transwell assay, colony formation assay and cell transfection assay were performed, so as to detect the effects of ANO6 on the proliferation and invasion of glioma cells in vitro, and to explore the mechanism of action of ANO6. Hopefully, this study could provide theoretical foundation for the treatment of glioma via exploring the role of ANO6 in the proliferation and invasion of glioma.

**Materials and methods**

**Tissues samples**

Glioma and adjacent normal tissue specimens of 43 patients with glioblastoma (mean age, 43.2±10.4 years; 22 males and 21 females) were obtained from January 2016 to December 2018 at The First Hospital Affiliated to Jiamusi University. The following eligibility criteria were included in our study: (1) the histopathological classification and grading of glioma met WHO criteria; (2) surgical extraction of tumor lesions; (3) no preoperative anti-cancer treatment such as chemotherapy and radiotherapy; (4) complete postoperative follow-up data and (5) no other primary or familial malignancies. All patients underwent TNM staging according to the 7th edition of AJCC system. Overall survival (OS) was defined as death from any cause from the time of surgery. The patients’ clinical information is listed in Table 1. All cases were reviewed

**Table 1** Correlations between ANO6 expression in glioma and clinical characteristics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Group</th>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Relative ANO6 expression</th>
<th>p-Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gender</td>
<td></td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>≤40</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&gt;40</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WHO grade</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I–II stage</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>III–IV stage</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes: χ² test, *p<0.05.
by pathologist and histologically confirmed as pancreatic cancer based on histopathological evaluation. All tissues were immediately snap-frozen in liquid nitrogen and stored at −80°C until further experimentation. Studies were approved by the Ethics Committee of The First Hospital Affiliated to Jiamusi University, and all of the samples were obtained with written informed consent and analyzed anonymously. The study was conducted in accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki.

Cell culture

Four golima cell lines (T98G, U87MG, SHG-44 and SWO-38) and normal human astrocytes (NHAs) were bought from American Type Culture Collection (ATCC, Manassas, VA, USA). All cells were incubated in Dulbecco’s modified Eagle’s medium (DMEM) (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA, USA) containing 10% FBS (Gibco, Grand Island, NY, USA), 100 μg/mL streptomycin, which were cultured in humidified chamber at 37°C containing 5% CO₂.

Immunohistochemistry assay

For immunohistochemical staining, the paraffin-embedded golima tissues were deparaffinized in xylene, rehydrated and washed in PBS. After antigen retrieval, the samples were blocked and incubated with primary antibody against ANO6 (1:500, Cat#PA5-58,610, ThermoFisher, California, USA) at 4°C overnight. After being rinsed with PBS three times for 5 mins each, sections were treated with biotinylated secondary antibody (Abcam, Cambridge, USA) for 1 hr, followed by incubation with streptavidin-horseradish peroxidase (HRP) for 20 mins. Diaminobenzidine (DAB) substrate was used as color-developing agent for visualization of ANO6-positive cells. The expression level of ANO6 was independently evaluated by 2 pathologists who were blind to the clinical data, according to the proportion and intensity of positive cells that were determined within 5 microscopic visual fields per slide. In brief, for quantitative scoring analysis, the percentage of positive-stained cells (PP) was categorized as assigned to the one of five categories: score 0, 0–9%; score 1, 10–25%; score 2, 26–50%; score 3, 51–75%; score 4, 76–100%. The staining intensity (SI) was independently categorized as no staining (score 0), weak (score 1), moderate (score 2) or strong (score 3). The total score was calculated according to the immunoreactive score (IRS): IRS = SI×PP, ranging from 0 to 12.

ANO6 gene silencing

Transfection of T98G and U87MG cells (60–70% confluence) was performed with siRNAs against ANO6 or negative control oligos (Ribobio, Guangzhou, China) were labeled as ANO6-knockdown (KD1), ANO6-KD2 or NC, respectively. The sequences of ANO6 silencing were as follows (ANO6-KD1): sense, 5′-GCAATGAGTATCTACCTATGC-3′ and antisense, 5′-GACATTATCTATTTATTTCG-3′. The sequences of ANO6 silencing were as follows (ANO6-KD2): sense, 5′-GCT CATCCTGAAATCTCAAGAGGTATATGCTT-CGAGGATGAGC-3′ and antisense, 5′-GCTCATCTTGGATATGTGATTCCGAGGC-3′. Lipofectamine 2000 (Invitrogen) was used for Oligonucleotide transfection according to the manufacturers’ recommendations.

Lentivirus production and transfection

The lentiviruses included ANO6-OE (ANO6-overexpressing lentivirus) and CTRL (blank lentivirus) plasmids, which were designed and generated by GENECHEM (Shanghai, China). According to the manufacturer’s instruction, the lentiviruses (10⁶TU/mL) were used to transfect the cells, and puromycin (1.0 μg/mL) was applied to collect single clones showing infection efficiency ≥80% and good growth status by microscopic observation. The sequences of overexpressed ANO6 were as follows: sense, 5′-ATGAAAAAGATGACAGAATG-3′ and antisense, 5′-TATTCTGATTTGGCCCG-3′. ANO6 expression was confirmed by RT-PCR, and the levels of ANO6 protein were measured by Western blotting.

RNA isolation and RT-PCR

RNA was isolated from glioblastoma tissues and cell lines using TRIzol® reagent (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA, USA) in line with the manufacturer’s protocol. cDNA preparation was performed with Revert Aid Kit purchased from Thermo Fisher Scientific (Waltham, MA). The cDNA probes were synthesized from one microgram of total RNA. RT-PCR was performed with DreamTaq Green PCR Master Mix (ThermoFisher Scientific, Waltham, MA) by adding 1 μL primer, 0.5 μL (β-actin primer) and 2 μL (Dkk1 primer) of cDNA per 20-μL reaction, respectively. Gel electrophoresis for fractionation of the nuclear acids was performed with 1.5% agarose gels. qRT-PCR was performed in 20-μL reaction, 1 μL primer and 1 μL cDNA were added to the
fluoresced SYBR-Green Master-Mix (Thermo Fisher Scientific) and gene expression was analyzed with RotorGene Analysis Software (Qiagen Corbett Research). Relative quantification to reference gene β-actin was calculated with the ΔΔCt-method. The primers used as follows: for ANO6 [Forward- TCTACAAGGCAGCTTCCCCA, Reverse- GTGTAATAGCCCCAGCAAGC] and β-actin [Forward-CACTCTCCAGCCTTCCTC, Reverse-GGT GTAACGCAACTAAGTCATAG].

**MTT assay**

MTT assay was used to detect cell viability in each group. Cells were seeded into 96-well plates at a density of 1000 cells/well and cultured in 100 μL of DMEM containing 10% FBS for 4 days. At each indicated time point, 20 μL of MTT (Beyotime, Jiangsu, China) solution was added to each corresponding well and incubated for 4 hrs. Formazan crystals were then solubilized with 150 μL dimethyl sulfoxide (Beyotime) and the absorbance value (OD) was measured at 450 nm using a microplate reader.

**Western blotting**

Total proteins were extracted with RIPA lysis buffer supplemented with protease inhibitors, separated by SDSPAGE, and transferred to a PVDF membrane (Millipore, Billerica, MA). The membrane was blocked with 5% non-fat milk at room temperature for 1 hr and incubated with the appropriate antibody. Protein bands were visualized using the chemiluminescent HRP detection system (Millipore). The antibodies are as follows: ANO6 (1:1000, cat#PA5-69345, ThermoFisher, California, USA), ERK (1:1000, cat#13–6200, ThermoFisher, California, USA), phosphorylation (phospho)-ERK (1:500, cat#44-680G, ThermoFisher, California, USA), LaminB (1:2000, cat#PA5-66473, ThermoFisher, California, USA), β-actin (1:5000, cat#MA5-15739, ThermoFisher, California, USA).

**Colonies formation assay**

Cells were plated in 6-well culture plates at 100 cells/well. After an incubation for 14 days at 37°C, the cells were washed twice with PBS and stained with 0.1% crystal violet solution (Beyotime). The number of colonies containing ≥50 cells was counted under a microscope. The formula for colony formation efficiency was as follows: (number of colonies/number of cells inoculated) ×100%.

**Transwell invasion assays**

The abilities of invasion in each group cell were detected by using Transwell assay as described in the previous steps. Briefly, cells were plated within the top chamber coated with Matrigel membrane at a density of 3×106 cells/well. 10% FBS in the lower chamber was used as a chemoattractant. Cells were incubated for 48 hrs and the cells that did not invade through the membrane were removed by a cotton swab. Cells on the lower chamber were then stained with 0.1% crystal violet (Beyotime) and counted in 4 microscopic visual fields per slide under an invert microscope (Olympics).

**Statistical analysis**

In this study, we defined the relative ANO6 expression >8 as high expression and 8 is derived from the mean values of all samples. Survival analysis was compared using the univariate Cox proportional hazard model among different ANO6 mRNA expression levels in glioma tissue. The correlations between ANO6 expression and clinicopathological characteristics were examined by χ² test. The results presented as mean ± SD were analyzed with a two-sided Student’s t-test for two groups and one-way ANOVA test for three or more groups. p<0.05 was considered as statistically significant. Survival curves were constructed using the Kaplan-Meier method and analyzed by the log-rank test.

**Results**

**Expression level of ANO6 was significantly increased in glioma tissues and cell lines and associated with WHO grade and poor prognosis**

The expression level of ANO6 in glioma tissue specimens (n=43; mean age, 43.2±10.4 years; 22 males and 21 females) and matched adjacent normal tissues was analyzed by RT-PCR, Western blot and immunohistochemical assays. Results showed that the expression level of ANO6 in glioma tissues was significantly higher than in the adjacent normal glioma tissues (Figure 1A–C). We also found that ANO6 expression correlated with WHO grade and patients’ age (p<0.05; Table 1). However, there was no significant correlation with patient gender (Table 1). In addition, Kaplan-Meier analysis revealed that patients with high ANO6 expression (we define the relative expression >8 as high expression) clearly had poorer tumor-free
Figure 1 Expression level of ANO6 was significantly increased in glioma tissues and cell lines and associated with poor prognosis. (A) ANO6 expression in glioma tissues and normal tissues of 6 selected patients was examined by immunohistochemical analysis; (B) the protein expression level of ANO6 gene was detected by Western blot assay in glioma tissues and normal tissues of 5 patients; (C) the mRNA expression level of ANO6 gene was detected by RT-PCR in glioma cell lines and glioma tissues and normal tissues of 43 patients; (D) Kaplan-Meier survival analysis was performed to investigate the relationship between ANO6 low expression and ANO6 high expression; (E) the protein expression level of ANO6 gene was detected by Western blot assay in glioma cell lines; (F) the mRNA expression level of ANO6 gene was detected by RT-PCR assay in glioma cell lines; (G) the protein expression level of ANO6 gene was detected by Western blot assay in T98G and U87MG cells transfection with ANO6 KD1 or 2; (H) the mRNA expression level of ANO6 gene was detected by RT-PCR assay in T98G and U87MG cells transfection with ANO6 KD1 or 2. β-actin was used as a load control. Data are presented as the mean ± standard deviation. **p<0.05 versus Normal group/or negative control group, and Rel. is relative.
Table 2 Univariate Cox proportional hazards analyses of ANO6 expression and overall survival for patients with glioma

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Gender</th>
<th>HR (95% CI)</th>
<th>P-value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Male vs female</td>
<td>0.998 (0.504–1.976)</td>
<td>0.996</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age ≤40 vs &gt;40</td>
<td>0.998 (0.501–1.991)</td>
<td>0.996</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WHO stage</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I stage vs II stage</td>
<td>0.997 (0.452–2.197)</td>
<td>0.994</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II stage vs III stage</td>
<td>1.000 (0.391–2.556)</td>
<td>1.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>III stage vs IV stage</td>
<td>1.000 (0.133–7.540)</td>
<td>1.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ANO6 expression</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High vs Low</td>
<td>1.127 (0.569–2.230)</td>
<td>0.732</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: P<0.05.

Abbreviations: HR, Hazard ratio; CI, confidence interval.

Knockdown of ANO6 inhibited the proliferation and invasion of T98G and U87MG cells by inhibiting the nuclear translocation of ERK

The expression levels of ANO6 mRNA and protein of ANO6-KD1 and ANO6-KD2 groups were decreased in T98 and U87MG by RT-PCR and Western blot assays (Figure 1G and H). MTT and colony formation assays were used to detect the cell proliferation, and transwell assay was used to detect the cell invasion. These results showed that the cell proliferation of ANO6 knockdown cells notably decreased (Figure 2A–D; P<0.05), while the ability of invasion of the ANO6-KD1 and ANO6-KD2 groups was significantly decreased (Figure 2E and F; P<0.05), compared with those of NC group. Moreover, we found that the phosphorylation level of ERK protein in ANO6-KD1 and ANO6-KD2 groups was significantly decreased (Figure 2E and F; P<0.05), compared with those of NC group. Thus, to determine whether ANO6 directly affects the ERK signaling activation in T98G and U87MG cells, Western blotting was conducted by knocking down ANO6. Our results showed that the phosphorylation level of ERK was significantly downregulated in glioma cells' transfection with ANO6 silence plasmids (Figure 3A and B). Further analysis revealed that ANO6 was significantly decreasing after cells transfection with sh-ANO6 (Figure 3C). The protein expression level of ERK in cytoplasm of T98G cell was higher than that of the nucleus of T98G and U87MG cells (Figure 3C–H). ANO6 knockdown could significantly inhibit the protein expression level of ERK in cytoplasm and nucleus of T98G and U87MG cells (Figure 3C–H). Thus, we conclude that ANO6 knockdown inhibits the nuclear translocation of ERK in glioma cells to some extent.

ANO6 overexpression promoted the proliferation and invasion of SHG-44G cells

In order to further verify the above results, ANO6 was overexpressed in SHG-44 cells to observe the biological behaviors. MTT, colony formation and transwell assays were used to detect the proliferation and invasion of SHG-44 cells. We found that ANO6 overexpression could significantly promote the viability and the abilities of colony formation and invasion in SHG-44 cells, compared with those of CTRL group (Figure 4). There is a reverse trend in cell proliferation and invasion between ANO6 inhibition and ANO6 overexpression groups.

ERK inhibitor inhibited the proliferation and invasion of ANO6 overexpression cells

MTT results showed that ANO6 overexpression increased the viability of SHG-44 cells, while ERK inhibitor decreased the viability of ANO6 overexpression cells (Figure 5A). Further, transwell and colony formation assays results showed that the abilities of colony formation and invasion were significantly increased in SHG-44 cells, whereas, the abilities of colony formation and invasion were significantly decreased by ERK inhibitor in ANO6 overexpression cells (Figure 5B–E).
ANO6 is reported to be a member of a family of transmembrane proteins expressed in a variety of cells.\(^7\),\(^{15}\),\(^{22}\),\(^{23}\) In recent years, the research of ANO6 has become increasingly intensive because of its wide distribution, versatility and its close relationship with the occurrence and development of various diseases. Although the current findings on ANO6 function are still inconsistent, ANO6 has been found to play an important role in hemorrhagic diseases,\(^9\) bone dysplasia\(^{11}\) and cancer.\(^{13}\) However, with its role in gliomas still remaining unclear, tumor tissue was thus collected from 43 patients with glioma as well as their corresponding normal paracancerous tissues, and under the help of the techniques of RT-PCR, Western blot and immunohistochemistry, it can basically verify that the expression of ANO6 is significantly higher in glioma tissues. Survival analysis has showed that the survival rate of patients of Glioma with high expression of ANO6 is immensely lower than that of patients of glioma with low expression of ANO6. We also found that ANO6 expression correlated with WHO grade and patients’ age. But there was no significant correlation with patient gender. These results

**Figure 2** Knockdown of ANO6 inhibited the proliferation and invasion of T98G and U87MG cells. After T98G and U87MG cells transfection with ANO6-KD 1 or ANO6-KD2, (A) the cell viability was detected by MTT assay in T98G cells; (B) the cell viability was detected by MTT assay in U87MG cells; (C and D) the ability of cell proliferation of T98G and U87MG cells transfection with sh-ANO6 was detected by colony formation; (E and F) the ability of invasion of T98G and U87MG cells transfection with sh-ANO6 was detected by transwell assay. Data are presented as the mean ± standard deviation. **p<0.05 versus ANO6-KD1 group and ANO6-KD2 group. Abbreviation: NC, negative control.
indicate that ANO6 may be play an important role in the occurrence and development of glioma. Unfortunately, univariate Cox regression analysis showed that the ANO6 expression level, age, gender and WHO stage were not related to the OS rate. Although we have not enough samples in this study to meet statistics requirements, the above results still have some clinical value for subsequent research. Next, we found that ANO6 has an obviously high expression in glioma cell lines. These results suggest that ANO6 may be a potential key gene in the development of gliomas. Therefore, the effects of ANO6 knockdown or overexpression on glioma cell proliferation and invasion were examined through MTT. Likewise, it was reflected in the results of colony formation and transwell experiments that ANO6 overexpression will substantially promote cell proliferation and invasion and ANO6 knockdown or overexpression works well on the regulation of the proliferation and invasion of glioma cells. Since ERK, being an important extracellular signal-regulated kinase, is considered as a tumor-promoting gene and is closely associated with cell proliferation, apoptosis and differentiation, ERK is over-activated in various cancers such as lung cancer, stomach cancer, liver cancer, glioma and breast cancer to promote the development of cancer. Just as shown in some studies, ERK inhibitors can effectively inhibit the translocation of ERK by reducing phosphorylation of ERK so as to effectively treat Melanocytoma. Based on this, we apply Western Blot to detect the activation level of ERK in glioma to further explore the mechanism of ANO6 regulation of proliferation and invasion of glioma cells, revealing that ANO6 gene silence greatly reduces the phosphorylation level of ERK. Further studies showed that ANO6 knockdown enormously inhibited the expression of ERK in the cytoplasm and nucleus of glioma cells, thereby effectively decreasing ERK nuclear translocation. This suggests that ANO6 inhibition suppresses the

**Figure 3** Knockdown of ANO6 inhibited the activation of ERK signaling. After T98G and U87MG cells transfection with ANO6-KD 1 or ANO6-KD2, (A and B) the protein expression level of ERK and phospho-ERK was detected by Western blot assay; (C) the protein expression levels of ANO6 and ERK were detected by Western blot assay in cytoplasm and cell nucleus of T98G cells; (D and E) Histograms were used to represent statistical results of the protein expression levels of ANO6 and ERK in cytoplasm and cell nucleus of T98G cells; (F) the protein expression levels of ANO6 and ERK were detected by Western blot assay in cytoplasm and cell nucleus of U87MG cells. (G and H) Histograms were used to represent statistical results of the protein expression levels of ANO6 and ERK in cytoplasm and cell nucleus of U87MG cells; β-actin was used as a load control for cytoplasm. LaminB was used as a load control for cell nucleus. Data are presented as the mean ± standard deviation. **p<0.05 versus ANO6-KD1 group and ANO6-KD2 group.

Abbreviations: NC is negative control, Rel. is relative.
proliferation and invasion of glioma cells by decreasing ERK nuclear translocation. To validate the findings above, we will continue examining the effect of ANO6 overexpression on proliferation and invasion of glioma cells.

RT-PCR and Western blot were used to detect the transfection effect of ANO6 overexpression plasmid transfected into SHG-44 cells. According to the MTT testing, ANO6 overexpression largely increased cell viability. Likewise, it was reflected in the results of colony formation and transwell experiments that ANO6 overexpression will substantially promote cell proliferation and invasion and ANO6 knockdown or overexpression works...
well on the regulation of the proliferation and invasion of glioma cells. In previous studies, the view that ANO6 knockdown can inhibit the phosphorylation of ERK to prevent nuclear translocation of ERK and thus curb ERK activation was reached, from which the subsequent studies will work on verification. Proven by MTT, colony formation and transwell assays, PD98059, as an ERK inhibitor, contributes to inhibiting the ANO6-mediated cell proliferation and invasion, the further result of which demonstrates that ANO6 affects the proliferation and metastasis of glioma cells by regulating the activation of ERK. In recent years, brain glioma stem cells play an important role in the treatment of glioma. In addition, brain glioma stem cells have the potential of self-renewal and multipotent differentiation to cause the recurrence of glioma and the failure of radiotherapy and chemotherapy in glioma. Therefore, we plan to further study the role of ANO6 in the proliferation and self-renewal of brain glioma stem cells.

Above all, ANO6 may be a tumor-promoting gene in gliomas that regulates the proliferation and metastasis of glioma cells by promoting the nuclear translocation of ERK to activate ERK signaling.
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